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FutureFocus

Future-Focus

How can an established brand effectively plan for the
future of foundational products and keep in step with
ever-changing consumer lifestyles?
What can stay the same and what must evolve to
ensure relevant customer segments are
represented and included with purpose?
• Industry: Retail
• Proposed Solution: Mobile ethnography with multi-media inputs
followed by a quantitative instrument to validate qualitative learnings
on a global scale.
• Benefit of Method: Clear directives on how to adapt and evolve
ensuring investments align with inclusive, representative
understanding of customers.
• General Timeline: 10-12 weeks
• Research Investment: From $150K
• Example Insights: [enclosed]
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Key Findings

“

The state of the world concerns me. So, whatever I can do to take back a little bit of control instead of feeling so
overwhelmed, I’ll do it. – M A L E , 2 6 - 3 0

Reconnect
• These consumer groups
have drifted – give them a
reason to believe in the
brand and reconnect with it.
• Be the ”hero” where you
can – or – work hard to
understand the villains
your customers face
every day.

Own It
• Do not sweep issues under
the rug. Own shortcomings
and misses early and often
– and most importantly, offer
your plan to course correct.
• Use clear, honest
language and visuals to
communicate. Explain but
don’t make excuses –
shine as a solutionsfocused player.

Move On
• Fail early and often – if
something isn’t working for
your customers, understand
why and fix it or scrap it.
They’re early adopters and
will appreciate the access to
new frontiers.

Be Present
• Ask and listen. Checking
the box won’t cut it for this
segment – they appreciate
the engagement and will
watch carefully to see if it
continues or if was just a
marketing ploy for the
bottom line.
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